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This article reports on an exceptional insight provided by nondestructive X-ray tomography of the 

same samples before and after laser shock peening (LSP). The porosity in two additively 

manufactured aluminum alloy (AlSi10Mg) tensile samples before and after LSP was imaged using 

identical X-ray tomography settings and overlap of the data was performed for direct comparison. 

The results indicate clearly that near-surface pores are closed by the process, while internal pores 

remain unaffected. LSP has become well known as a method to improve the fatigue properties of 

materials, including those of additively manufactured aluminum alloys. This improvement is usually 

attributed to the compressive residual stress induced by the process. The additional effect of closure 

of near-surface pores that is illustrated in this work is of interest for additive manufacturing because 

additive manufacturing is not yet able to produce completely pore-free components. Since the 

critical pore initiating fatigue cracks are always attributed to surface or subsurface pores, the closure 

of these pores may play an additional role in improving the fatigue properties. While more work 

remains to unravel the relative importance of near-surface porosity compared to the compressive 

residual stress effect, this work clearly shows the effect of LSP—closing of pores near the surface. For 

the processing conditions demonstrated here, all pores up to 0.7 mm from the surface are closed 

without damaging the surface, while higher peening power results in surface damage.
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing has progressed to such an extent that highly dense parts can be produced in 

various metals, with excellent mechanical properties suitable for critical applications [1,2]. The 

advances in these processes allow highly complex geometries to be produced for functional 

applications [3]. However, despite the possibility to produce highly dense parts with appropriate 

microstructure and surface finish, some micro-porosity may remain and may act as crack initiators in 

cyclic loading applications. The role of micro-porosity, surface defects and inclusions on fatigue life of 

metals from all manufacturing processes was initially discussed in [4] and was reviewed recently by 

the same author [5–7], where the role of each defect type was discussed in relation to fatigue 

properties. Of particular interest is the observation that surface and subsurface pores are almost 

always the crack initiation or “killer” pores [8]. A recent study made use of different laser scan 

parameters to obtain a more dense contour and less dense interior of additively manufactured steel 

samples and investigated high cycle fatigue – they found that most failures occurred on pores within 

0.1 mm of the surface despite much larger and more excessive porosity inside the parts [9]. 

Due to the potentially detrimental role of manufacturing defects such as porosity on mechanical 

properties, it has become standard practice to apply hot isostatic pressing (HIPping) to reduce porosity. 

HIP has been proven to close even very large pores - for example as shown for Ti6Al4V in cast samples 

- pores of 5 mm diameter were closed entirely [10]. However, in this same work small subsurface pores 

remained unaffected due presumably to microstructural connection to the surface, making the HIP 

treatment ineffective for these small subsurface pores. For additively manufactured samples the same 

surface-connection for layered lack-of-fusion porosity was speculated to explain the ineffective HIP 

closing of some pores, also in Ti6Al4V [11]. A clustering of excessive numbers of subsurface pores in 

additively manufactured parts can be caused by different physical processes during the build, including 

the possibility for mismatch between the contouring and hatching patterns used, or due to slowing of 

the beam velocity near the edges causing higher energy input leading to keyhole pores. Such 

subsurface porosity has been reported in a round robin test conducted recently for parts produced in 

Ti6Al4V [12]. While these studies made use of Ti6Al4V, the processes are similar and applicable to 

additively manufactured aluminum alloys.  

Aluminum holds particular promise for lightweight applications in automotive and aerospace 

applications as summarized in [13]. Despite its excellent properties, additive manufacturing of 

aluminum has been a challenge – with large scatter in fatigue results and varying success rates. Uzan 

et al [14] investigated laser powder bed fusion of AlSi10Mg, and found that heat treatments reduced 

the strength and fatigue properties of the material. In the work of Brandl et al [15], a large number of 

samples were analyzed with different build orientations, build platform heating and post-process heat 
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treatment. Good fatigue properties were found despite the presence of pores, but failure always 

initiated on the pores near or on the surface. In the work of Romano et al [16,17], the fatigue properties 

were studied in relation to defect distributions for a statistical prediction of fatigue properties. The 

pores in laser powder bed fusion of AlSi10Mg in one case was reported as containing oxides, which 

may be trapped in the pore during melting – also here the fatigue initiation was always attributed to 

the subsurface pores specifically [18]. In the work of Aboulkhair et al [19], process parameters were 

optimized to minimize process porosity and the best solution was found with a pre-sinter strategy to 

pass twice over every area – the first time with half the power of the second pass. 

Conventional mechanical shot peening (SP) is a cold working process which entails a controlled 

impingement of solid shot media (such as glass, metallic or ceramic spheres) onto the target workpiece 

[20]. The impact generates plastic deformation through the surface, and the surrounding material’s 

elastic response is the generation of a compressive stress field. It is known that significant benefits in 

fatigue crack incubation of aluminum alloys can be induced by shot peening. In general, the mechanism 

responsible is believed to be related to the introduction of a sub-surface compressive residual stress 

field. The negative features of accentuated surface roughness and cracking of sub-surface precipitates 

in the soft and deformable matrix to some extent counter the positive effects of the compressive 

residual stress induced [21]. When sub-surface pores are introduced, as in the case of parts produced 

through laser powder bed fusion, fatigue cracks initiate from the pores, negating the compressive 

residual stress field influence [22]. Tumbling and shot peening was applied to Ti6Al4V samples 

produced by laser powder bed fusion and improved fatigue properties were reported for shot peened 

samples [23]. For AlSi10Mg produced by laser powder bed fusion, a comparison of shot peened and 

un-peened samples showed the fatigue crack initiation site to be from deeper in the sample for shot 

peened samples, coupled with an improvement in fatigue life [24].  

For AlSi10Mg alloys, mechanical shot peening has been shown to result in pore shrinkage in the sub-

surface region (0 – 500 micron), imaged using X-ray tomography [25]. An improvement in the depth of 

the residual stress zone but not the peak compressive stress value was also observed [25]. Since most 

of the fatigue cracks in the untreated sample originated in the 0 – 200 micron zone, it was unclear if 

the deepening of the compressive residual stress zone or the pore size reduction was primarily 

responsible for the low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue improvements observed in that case (33%  increase 

in fatigue limit, 4 – 6 times increase in low-cycle fatigue life).      

The study of the influence of laser shock peening (LSP) on the distribution of sub-surface pores in laser 

powder bed fusion parts therefore clearly warrants investigation. LSP has the potential benefits of shot 

peening in reducing porosity, as well as introducing a compressive stress field [26–28], without the 

negative aspects of shot peening, namely increasing surface roughness and leading to cracking of 

precipitates in relatively soft aluminum alloys. Some work has recently been done regarding the effect 
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of LSP on aluminum alloys [29], but the investigations focused mainly on the effects on weldments. A 

combination of LSP and laser powder bed fusion in the same process was recently also proposed which 

shows some promise [30]. LSP of additive manufactured metals has been demonstrated and proven 

to be an effective post-processing tool for improving fatigue properties [31,32]. 

Despite the evidence of porosity reduction both by shot peening as well as laser shock peening, 

evidence of the pore-closure effect of LSP remains lacking. The present paper reports such evidence 

with exceptional detail and shows surprising pore-closing efficiency, quantifying the depth to which 

this occurs.  

2. Materials and methods

Samples were produced out of AlSi10Mg alloy using the SLM 280 2.0 (SLM Solutions) laser powder bed 

fusion system with standard processing parameters for AlSi10Mg as prescribed by the manufacturer, 

including 370 W, 30 micron layer thickness, 1000 mm/s scan speed and 0.19 mm hatch spacing. Powder 

from SLM solutions was used, with mean particle size 40 µm. Stress relief heat treatment was 

performed after the build at 300 degrees for 2 hours. Two samples were produced for tensile testing 

with cylindrical hourglass geometry and gauge diameter of 5 mm. One sample was built in a horizontal 

orientation and one in a vertical orientation relative to baseplate, with a stress relief heat treatment 

performed prior to removal from the baseplate. No further surface or heat treatments were employed, 

and the samples were therefore used in the stress-relieved condition with rough surfaces. For optical 

microscopy, one sample was sectioned near the centre, polished and then etched. 

The LSP processing was performed at the CSIR National Laser Centre (Pretoria, South Africa) on a 

processing platform developed in-house. The platform was specifically devised for R&D in aerospace 

and power generation applications [33,34]. The work-cell incorporates an Nd:YAG laser operating at a 

532 nm wavelength with a 5.1 ns pulse duration. A 1.5 mm round laser spot is achieved on the target, 

with a thin water layer applied with a spray nozzle to provide inertial confinement. The energy of the 

laser pulses was attenuated to achieve power intensities of 5 and 10 GW/cm2 on the target surface in 

the direct ablation mode (i.e. Laser Peening without a protective coating). For LSP processing, power 

is often regarded as the dominant parameter as this can be directly related to the magnitude of the 

pressure pulse developed according to the relationship described in [27]. In this configuration, the 

expected shock pressures are 4 and 7 GPa for 5 and 10 GW/cm2 respectively. In order to process a 

sample area using the 1.5 mm spot size, an overlap strategy is employed whereby sequential shots are 

overlapped with equal displacement in the vertical and horizontal direction.  A pulse density of 5 spots 

per mm2, which equates to 70.2% overlap between spot centers, is used.  
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Microcomputed tomography (microCT) was performed at the Stellenbosch CT facility [35] using 150 

kV and 130 µA, with 20 µm voxel size. This means that only pores larger than 20 µm are visible in CT 

slice images, and pores larger than 60 µm are quantitatively evaluated (3x3x3 voxels in extent). This 

was performed under identical conditions before and after laser shock peening. Image analysis was 

performed in VGSTUDIO MAX 3.2. The use of microCT for imaging porosity in additive 

manufacturing, especially before and after processing steps, was outlined in a recent review paper 

[36]. The samples contained dense particles due to contamination from a previous build. In the 

present study, this helped with the precise alignment of before-after scan data, and to further 

confirm that the observed closure is not due to sample misalignment or deformation. 

3. Results and discussion

The microCT scan results from before and after laser shock peening at 5 GW/cm2 of the vertical-built 

sample are presented in three selected and carefully aligned microCT slice views in Figure 1. All near-

surface pores are entirely closed below the resolution limit, while internal pores are unaffected. These 

unaffected pores in the center of the sample confirm the ability to detect pores, while the inclusions 

allow precise alignment, thus validating the lack of pores near the surface. Dimensional measurements 

show that a pore at 0.38 mm from the surface is entirely closed (or reduced down to below the scan 

resolution of 0.02 mm) while an internal pore at a distance of 0.84 mm from the surface is unaffected. 

The gauge diameter in this case is 4.81 mm. Figure 2 shows the central 10 mm section of the same 

sample before and after LSP with a 3D porosity analysis, clearly indicating porosity reduction and in 

particular that all subsurface pores are closed (when viewed from top). Figure 3 shows quantitative 

analysis of porosity for the 10 mm central section with number of pores plotted against their distance 

from the surface. This clearly shows that no pores remain within 0.7 mm from the surface. This is a 

significantly stronger effect of pore closure as compared to mechanical shot peening where similar 

tests showed only pore shrinkage [25]. Despite the clear evidence provided, it is possible that only 

shrinkage occurred and that final pore sizes are simply below the detection limit of the scan (0.02 mm). 

The initial pore sizes are roughly 0.1 mm, ranging from 0.06 to 0.25 mm in the scan before LSP. If a 0.1 

mm pore is closed to below 0.02 mm, this indicates a shrinkage or closure of at least 80 %, which is 

significantly higher than the shrinkage reported for shot peening in the study mentioned above. 
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Figure 1: Before (left) and after (right) the laser shock peening. Three selected cross-sectional microCT 

slice images (top view) of vertical-built sample, with near surface pores which disappear due to 

peening. Inclusions assist in validating the alignment of the before-after scan data. (a) and (b) show 

different slice views and (c) shows selected measurements. 
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Figure 2: 3D visualizations of porosity in the central 10 mm of the gauge section before (left) and after 

peening (right). This clearly shows the reduction of porosity, especially for the near-surface pores, 

shown in (a) front and (b) top views. 
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Figure 3: (a) shows pore number vs distance from surface in the central 10 mm of the gauge section – 

before and after peening. No pores are detected within 0.7 mm from the surface post-peening. (b) 

shows pore number as function of pore diameter before and after peening. 
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As an approximation to illustrate the beneficial effect on fatigue properties, a simple calculation of 

stress intensity factor for each pore before and after laser shock peening was performed. This was 

done for the hourglass-shaped sample subjected to bending-fatigue using relationships found in 

Murakami [4] and using defect information from the  defect analysis data for each state. The result is 

shown in Figure 4, which indicates that before peening, many pores had high stress intensity factors, 

while few of these remain after peening. 

Figure 4: Stress intensity factor calculated from defect data before and after laser shock peening – for 

bending fatigue. 

For the system configuration utilized, typically no more than 5 GW/cm2 is necessary to process high 

strength aluminum alloys such as AA7075 and AA7050. The peening parameter of 5 GW/cm2 (as used 

for the vertical-built sample) is therefore considered high for the current application, but the results 

show no surface damage and significant pore closure. The use of the 10 GW/cm2 which was used for 

the horizontally built sample is expected to be excessive and can potentially cause surface degradation. 

This horizontal sample had a rougher surface initially due to the down-skin irregular surface with 

support structures removed, without any further machining or smoothing. This additional roughness 

may contribute to problems in applying the LSP process properly. Despite the initially rough surface, 

peening was applied successfully. As expected from the high power settings used, this sample did 

indeed have surface damage additionally induced by over-peening as seen in Figure 5. This indicates 
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the need to optimize peening parameters and investigate the damage that can be caused, particularly 

when applied to surfaces of varying roughness. Despite the surface damage and rough initial surface, 

pore closure is again observed as seen by the slice image in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: Damaging effect of peening when laser peening power too high, though pore closure effect 

still observed. (a) 3D surface view before (left) and after (right) peening showing increased surface 

roughness in post-peening state. (b) Slice images in center of gauge length viewed from top, indicating 

before (left) and after (right) peening – pore closure and surface modification observed. 

https://doi.org/10.1089/3dp.2019.0064
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The vertical specimen (Figures 1-3) was further sectioned for optical microscopy and Figure 6 shows 

cross-sectional views in a top view orientation (viewed in build direction of sample). Samples were 

polished and etched, but it must be noted that excessive polishing of aluminum closes pores and some 

preparation flaws are present here. There is a clear region indicated by the blue line which correspond 

to the contour-track region were few pores are seen. White arrows indicate large pores on the inside 

of the sample. A clear border between contour and hatch regions, which caused a preparation flaw 

during etching is visible. What is clear is that less pores are present near the surface as compared to 

inside the sample, but some pores are present within the 0.7 mm region close to the surface which are 

missed by the X-ray tomography results, as these are smaller than the scan resolution. The closure 

efficiency (or degree of closure) is therefore dependent on the distance from the surface. 

Figure 6: Optical microscopy showing internal pores (white arrows), depth to which pore closure is 

observed (~0.7 mm, orange line) and shorter blue line indicating contour scan track region. . 

4. Conclusions

We demonstrate clear evidence of the pore-closing effect of laser shock peening. This result can partly 

explain the positive effect the technique has on fatigue properties of parts, as surface pores are often 

found to be crack initiation sites in fatigue tests. This is an area which has not been studied widely 

since the compressive residual stress induced is widely assumed to be the largest contributing factor 

to improved fatigue life. Considering the small size of pores found in additively manufactured 

materials, the fact that subsurface pores are almost always the fatigue crack initiating defect, and the 

fact that other processing techniques may cause damage to the surface or not be effective for near-
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surface pores, these results are considered extremely important and may be a viable alternative to 

improving the mechanical properties of critical components. This has wide implications for the 

improvement of properties of especially additively manufactured parts, but also parts produced by 

other techniques. The effect is most likely not limited to aluminum alloys.  
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